
COMPULSORY TEST CARD 
 
Name:………………………………   Club:………………………………. 
 
 

Level 1, Perform 7 out of 9 moves at walk on either rein             AWARD SCHEME 
  

 
 
 
 
 
Level 2, Perform 7 out of 9 moves in walk on either rein 

 
 
 
Level 3, Perform 7 out 9 moves in walk on either rein 

 
 
 
Level 4, Perform 7 out of 9 at canter on either rein 
 

 
 
 
 

Move  Date  Signed 
Approach the horse correctly at walk   
Mount to basic with a bunk   
Basic seat clapping hands x4   
Bench   
Sideways seat, rear arm stretched out (inside+ outside)   
Forward swing   
Simple dismount to inside   
Exit circle correctly   

Move  Date  Signed 
Approach horse correctly at walk and walk in time with the 
horse. 

  

Mount with bunk   
Basic seat Egyptian pot arms   
Flair leg score of 4   
Forward swing score of 4   
Free kneel score of 4   
Mill in the beat of 5   
Stand arms by sides   
Flank off to inside   

Move  Date  Signed 
Approach horse correctly in trot and run in time with horse.   
Mount with bunk   
Basic seat score of 4.5   
Mill in the beat of 4   
Backward swing   
Flair    
Stand score of 4.5   
Forward swing score of 4.5   
Flank off to the outside score of 4.5   

Move  Date  Signed 
Approach the horse correctly and run in time with the horse 
at canter 

  

Mounting exercise   
Mount with a bunk   
Basic seat with arms by sides   
Bench    
Leg changes    
Sideways seat, rear arm stretched out (inside & out side)   

Simple dismount to inside, horse may walk   
Exit circle correctly   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AWARD SCHEME                                               
 
Level 5, Perform 7 out of 9 at canter on either rein 
 

 
 
Level 6, Perform 7 out of 9 moves at canter on left rein 
 
Move  Date  Signed 
Mount score of 5   
Basic seat score of 6   
Mill score of 6   
Backward swing score of 5   
Flare score of 5   
Stand score of 5   
Forward scissors score of 5   
Flank to inside seat score of 5   
Flank off to outside from basic seat score of 5   
 
 
Level 7, Perform 7 out of 9 moves at canter on left rein 
 
Move  Date  Signed 
Mount score of 6   
Basic seat score of 7   
Flair score of 6   
Mill score of 7   
Forward scissors score of 6   
Backward scissors score of 6   
Stand score of 7   
First part of flank score of 6   
Second part of flank score of 6   
 
 
Level 8, Perform 8 out of 10 moves at canter on left rein 
 
Move  Date  Signed 
Mount score of 7   
Basic seat score of 8   
Flair score of 7.5   
Mill score of 8   
Forward scissors score of 8   
Backward scissors score of 7   
Stand score of 9   
First part of flank score of 8   
Second part of flank score of 7   
 

Move  Date  Signed 
Mount score of 4    
Basic seat with Egyptian pot arms   
Flair leg   
Forward swing   
Free kneel   
Mill in the beat of 5   
Stand with arms by sides   
Flank off to inside   


